
Twins Viktor and Nadya are twelve years old when Hitler’s Germany declares war on the 
Soviet Union. As the Nazi army crushes the defending forces and enemy planes appear 
overhead, they are hurriedly evacuated from their home. Their parents told them to look 
after each other, no matter what. But amid the chaos of the evacuation, disaster strikes 
- the twins are separated, stranded many miles apart with no way of communicating. 

Despite the war raging all around, Viktor and Nadya are determined to find each other 
and get back home. Can they pick a path through the danger and destruction, with only 

their courage and love to keep them going?

Viktor is extremely loyal towards the Soviet 
government at the beginning of the story. 

Do you think he feels differently by the end?

 Viktor is very excited by the idea of a war at 
the beginning of the book. Do you think you 

might have felt like that at his age?

Do you think Nadya ever regretted freeing 
the captured German soldier, Franz?

Viktor and Nadya’s love for each other and their mother is at the centre 
of Red Stars. What keeps you going through difficult times?
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Viktor is extremely loyal towards the Soviet 
government at the beginning of the story. Do 

you think he feels differently by the end?

Viktor is deeply changed by the end of the book. We all 
have in our lives something that’s 100% unquestionable, 

dependable. It could be our family or our best friend. 
For Viktor, it’s the government and Soviet propaganda 

During his adventures, Viktor discovers that propaganda 
is, well, just a bunch of lies, and real life is different. He 
opens his eyes. It’s painful and hard, but in the end, he 
understands what the important thing in his life are. In 

this way, he grows up and becomes an adult.

answers from the author

 Viktor is very excited by the idea of a war at the 
beginning of the book. Do you think you might 

have felt like that at his age?

For sure. War means that you can leave home, meet new 
people, begin new adventures, maybe wear a uniform. You 
might hope that your peers will think you look fabulous... 

The only problem is, war is also a nightmare: you and your 
loved ones might die, and you are changed forever In this 
sense, the  “charm” of war is basically smoke and mirrors 

for atrocity.



answers from the author
Do you think Nadya ever regretted freeing the 

captured German soldier, Franz?

I am sure she did. As an author, I regretted it so many 
times... The truth is, some choices are very difficult to make, 

and sometimes there’s no clear border between “good” 
and “bad”. Maybe Franz killed many people after he was 
freed. Maybe he committed atrocities. I am sure Nadya 
must have had these thoughts many times at night. But 
honestly, I think she chose to stay human. I think she did 

the right thing.

 Viktor and Nadya’s love for each other and their 
mother is at the centre of Red Stars. WHAT KEEPS 

YOU GOING THROUGH DIFFICULT TIMES?

I think that the Leningrad siege was one of the darkest 
moments in the history of mankind. The real reports of what 

happened there are so terrible that sometimes they were 
almost impossible for me to read. So I wondered: “How 

can I try to explain this horror to young readers? How can I 
speak about it?”. I needed some light, and that’s love. Viktor 

and Nadya constantly try to protect each other (in their 
journal, they even avoid describing some details that they 
think the other twin would not want to know. Viktor does 
this when he’s in the gulag). Their love protects them, and connects 

them, and gives them hope.



MORE ABOUT the author

Your own grandfather was forced 
to fight alongside the Germans 
against the Soviet Union during 

the Second World War. How did his 
stories of that time influence your 

writing of Red Stars?

My grandfather fought together with the 
ARMIR (Italian Army in Russia) near the Don river. His division 

was annihilated; he was the guardian of army mules, just behind 
the front line, and the only man who survived. He was dispersed 
in Russia, then after Germany and Italy became enemies he was 

captured by the Nazis and survived two concentration camps. He 
walked back to Italy alone. And he started working as a school 

teacher.

My grandpa was a strong man, a tough one too. And maybe he 
was a bit like Viktor: a man who never surrendered, no matter 

what. I grew up listening to his stories about the war and reading 
the books about war that he thought were necessary to help me 
understand what had really happened. His influence is so big, I 

can’t even explain it. And I miss him a lot.  



You have done a lot of writing for video games as well as 
books. What do you think are the differences between the 

two and what can they learn from each other?

In books the story is like a river that flows from a starting point to the end. There can be 
many meanders and bays, but it’s just one river. In videogames the story is like a tree with 

several branches and the player just chooses one of them. This is probably the biggest 
difference.

Another difference is that books involve “telepathy”: readers and writers are working 
together to create mental images of what’s happening in the story. While videogames 

(like TV and animation) require the artists to actually produce those images, drawing and 
animating them. 

I think that videogames can learn from books the importance of imagination: sometimes 
what you can’t see is more powerful than what you’re actually seeing. I think that books 
can learn from videogames a strong appreciation for their reader, in the same way that 
video games are all about the player. Books must be passionate and interesting, so the 

reader can feel that the time spent reading has been worth it. Without readers, books are 
nothing, they’re just ink on paper. But when a reader picks up a book, it becomes a real 

world, full of dreams, full of life.


